7 Reasons to Nearshore Your
Software Development Team
with iTexico
For enterprises seeking to reduce costs and gain efﬁciency for
their innovation strategies, globetrotting — for many years — has
been the order of the day.
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The Far East, Baltic States,
and even South America have
beckoned businesses seeking
to maximize their return on
their IT investment.
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Convenience, at the Core of our Nearshore Model is
Both Proximity and Accessibility

At iTexico, we have been changing the paradigm when it comes
to outsourcing. It’s no longer necessary for a business to sail the
Seven Seas to get value from their software development
outsourcing goals:
Capture New Markets
Expand your Brand
Grow Revenue
Disrupt Inefﬁciencies
Optimize Proﬁtability

Let’s Take a Closer Look at the 7 “C’s”
that make iTexico’s Nearshore+ model a win-win-win, for
businesses that beneﬁt from an improved software
development cycle:

Convenience
At the core of our nearshore model is both proximity
and accessibility. By having connected and shared
borders with Mexico, our customers can have calls
on the same time zone and easily travel to our
development centers.

Consistency
One of the unique values of of the Nearshore+
development model is the consistency and quality of
design, development and quality assurance talent to
leverage best practice software development
methodologies such as Agile and Lean.

Capability
The technology ecosystem of Mexico including public,
academia and private companies provides a great
alternative for skilled talent for design, development
and testing on both proven and innovative
technologies.

Capacity
Mexico has moved into the top global software
destinations and is the leading Latin market with
both capacity and availability of talent and with our
extended team approach clients can scale up or
down without the long-term commitments.

Collaboration
One of the most vital success factors for a quality
customer service experience is the communication
skills coupled with an Agile methodology to help
ensure that teaming is improved while helping
accelerate development.

Culture
Sharing the same border minimizes the
communication gaps and provides a unique
differentiator in that the teams understand one
another’s perspectives, way of business and working
allowing for better integrated teaming.

Cost Competitive
The global costs beyond the local US market on an
hourly basis are beginning to experience parity thus
leaving customers with a greater value choice that
includes true nearshore convenience and an overall
improved customer experience.

Reduce and Balance Risks when Outsourcing

Get the Right Team at Right Time for the Right Cost
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